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Abstract. This paper contains material for our tutorial presented at
STRESS 2016. This includes an introduction to Statistical Model Check-
ing algorithms and their rare event extensions, as well as an introduction
to two well-known SMC tools: Plasmaand Uppaal.
1 Context
This paper summarizes the content of our STRESS tutorial on Statistical Model
Checking (SMC). More details about can be found in the papers presented in
the SMC session at ISOLA 2016 (part of the same volume).
In short, in order to solve the model checking problem for probabilistic sys-
tems, the SMC approach simulates the system for finitely many runs, and use
hypothesis testing or estimators to infer whether the samples provide statistical
evidence for the satisfaction or violation of the specification [35,44].
SMC is thus based on the notion that since sample runs of a stochastic system
are drawn according to the distribution defined by the system, they can be used
to obtain estimates of the probability measure on executions. Starting from
time-bounded Probabilistic Bounded Temporal Logic properties (PCTL) [44],
the technique has been extended to handle properties with unbounded until
operators [39], as well as to black-box systems [38,44]. Tools, based on this idea
have been built [28, 40, 44], and have been used to analyse many systems that
are intractable numerical approaches.
In this tutorial, we first introduce two SMC algorithms that work with a
finite set of observations. The first one, which is based on hypothesis testing,
can be used to check whether the probability to satisfy the property exceed
some fixed valued. The second algorithm, which is based on Monte Carlo, can
be used to estimate this probability. For the estimation case, it is well-known that
Monte Carlo based approaches have trouble to estimate very low probabilities.
To overcome this difficulty, we introduce two major extensions of Monte Carlo
that are importance splitting and sampling. Those can be used to estimate very
low probability either by modifying the probability mass of the system, or by
guiding the executions with respect to the property to be verified.
⋆ The research has received funding from the European FET projects SENSATION,
Grant Agreement № 2888917 (DALI), and CASSTING, the Sino-Danish Basic Re-
search Center IDEA4CPS , the Danish Innovation Center DiCyPS , as well as the
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In the second part of the tutorial, we will introduce tools and SMC applica-
tions. The first tool that will be introduced is Plasma. This tool is an efficient
self-contained SMC tool and software library [12] written in Java. We will illus-
trate the portability of the tool with two applications coming from the assisted
living and energy-centric worlds, respectively. Then, we will turn our focus to
those systems whose behavior also depends on real-time information. We will
introduce a SMC extension for the well-known tool Uppaal. We will also show
how the tool can be extended to synthesize good strategies for those systems
whose behavior depends on both timed and stochastic informations. The rest of
this paper gives some pointers to the content of the tutorial.
2 Statistical Model Checking: Algorithms
2.1 Qualitative and quantitative original SMC algorithms
Consider a stochastic system S and a logical property ϕ that can be checked
on finite executions of the system. Statistical Model Checking (SMC) refers to a
series of simulation-based techniques that can be used to answer two questions:
(1) Qualitative: Is the probability for S to satisfy ϕ greater or equal to a certain
threshold? and (2) Quantitative: What is the probability for S to satisfy ϕ? In
contrast to numerical approaches, the answer is given up to some correctness
precision.
As we said above, SMC first consists in monitoring ϕ on a finite set of exe-
cutions of the system. Then, an algorithm from the statistics is used to answer
either the qualitative or the quantitative question. As we shall see in the rest of
the section, the algorithm that is applied clearly depends on the question one
wants to solve. It is important to notice that any SMC algorithm must termi-
nates after producing a finite amount of executions, each of them being of finite
length. As a consequence the answer of any SMC algorithm is correct up to some
confidence.
In the sequel, we use Bi as a Bernouili variable associated with the ith sim-
ulation of the system. The outcome for Bi, denoted bi, is 1 if the simulation
satisfies ϕ and 0 otherwise. We also use p = Pr(ϕ) as the true probability for
the system to satisfy ϕ.
Qualitative Answer. The main approaches [38,44] proposed to answer the qual-
itative question are based on sequential hypothesis testing [41]. The idea is to
reduce the qualitative question to the one of a test between two hypothesis.
Concretely, to determine whether p ≥ θ, the algorithm will test the hypothesis
H : p ≥ θ against K : p < θ.
As we shall see, the principle of any sequential hypothesis testing will be to
simulate System S execution by execution. After each new execution, a check
will be performed to decide between the two hypothesis. The algorithm will have
to continue until a decision is taken (hence the term “sequential”).
Of course, this decision must be taken after a finite number of executions
have been monitored. Consequently, the algorithm may take the wrong decision.
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One thus has to elaborate on the quality of the answer that is provided. In
hypothesis testing, this is called the strength of the test. It is determined by
two parameters, α and β, such that the probability of accepting K (respectively,
H) when H (respectively, K) holds, called a Type-I error (respectively, a Type-
II error ) is less or equal to α (respectively, β). A test has ideal performance
if the probability of the Type-I error (respectively, Type-II error) is exactly α
(respectively, β).
Another difficulty with sequential testing algorithm if p is really close to θ,
then it will take a lot of simulation to decide between the two hypothesis. In
fact, one can even show that if the two quantities are infinitely close, then one
cannot converge in finite amount of time. A solution to this problem is to use an
indifference region [p1, p0] (given some δ, p1 = θ− δ and p0 = θ+ δ) and to test
H0 : p≥ p0 against H1 : p≤ p1. Intuitively, this means that if the two quantities
are infinitely close, then it does not matter to select one or the other hypothesis.
We now sketch the Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) that is the
most well-known hypothesis testing algorithm. In this algorithm, one fixes two
values A and B. Let m be the number of observations that have been made so
far. The test is based on the following quotient:
p1m
p0m
=
m∏
i=1
Pr(Bi = bi | p = p1)
Pr(Bi = bi | p = p0)
=
pdm1 (1− p1)m−dm
pdm0 (1− p0)m−dm
,
where dm =
∑m
i=1 bi.
The idea is to accept H0 if
p1m
p0m
≥ A, and H1 if p1mp0m ≤ B. The algorithm
computes p1mp0m for successive values of m until either H0 or H1 is satisfied. In the
work of Wald, it is showed how to select A and B such that the strength of the
test (see type-error above) is respected. In practice as A and B are correlated
to α and β, the number of simulations to terminates highly depends on α and
β. The smaller those two values are and the more simulations one will need to
terminate.
Quantitative Answer. The objective of a quantitative answer is to estimate the
probability p to satisfy the property. As we will only have a finite number of
executions to monitor, the best one can obtain is an estimate p̂ that is at some
distance δ from the true probability. Of course, there is always the possibility
that the algorithm does not respect this distance. One thus seek for a confidence
α on our estimator3.
To obtain such an estimator p̂, we will use a so-called Monte Carlo estimator
approach. The idea is quite simple. Let m be a pre-computed number of execu-
tions on which the property is to be monitored. We set p̂ to be the number of
executions that does satisfy the property divided by m. The challenge is now to
select an m such that δ and α are guaranteed.
Given a precision δ, the Chernoff bound of [37] is used to compute a value
for p̂ such that |p̂ − p|≤δ with confidence 1 − α. Let p̂ = ∑mi=1 bi/m, then the
3 Please note that δ and α do not have the same meaning as for the qualitative
question.
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Chernoff bound [37] gives Pr(|p̂ − p| ≥ δ) ≤ 2e−2mδ2 . As a consequence, if we
take m = ⌈ln(2/α)/(2δ2)⌉, then Pr(|p̂− p|≤δ) ≥ 1− α.
Observe that there is a major difference between the qualitative and quanti-
tative algorithm, that is the quantitative algorithm pre compute the number of
executions it needs to terminate. There are however, sequential versions of the
quantitative algorithms. Their study goes beyond this paper.
2.2 Towards Rare Events: on Extending SMC Algorithms
Statistical model checking avoids the exponential growth of states associated
with probabilistic model checking by estimating probabilities from multiple ex-
ecutions of a system and by giving results within confidence bounds. Rare prop-
erties are often important but pose a particular challenge for simulation-based
approaches, hence a key objective for SMC is to reduce the number and length
of simulations necessary to produce a result with a given level of confidence.
In the literature, one finds two techniques to cope with rare events: importance
sampling and importance splitting.
In order to minimize the number of simulations, importance sampling works
by estimating a probability using weighted simulations that favour the rare prop-
erty, then compensating for the weights. For importance sampling to be efficient,
it is thus crucial to find good importance sampling distributions without consid-
ering the entire state space. In [29], we presented a simple algorithm that uses
the notion of cross-entropy minimisation to find an optimal importance sampling
distribution. In contrast to previous work, our algorithm uses a naturally defined
low dimensional vector of parameters to specify this distribution and thus avoids
the intractable explicit representation of a transition matrix. We show that our
parametrisation leads to a unique optimum and can produce many orders of
magnitude improvement in simulation efficiency.
One of the open challenges with importance sampling is that the variance
of the estimator cannot be usefully bounded with only the knowledge gained
from simulation. Importance splitting achieves this objective by estimating a
sequence of conditional probabilities, whose product is the required result. In
[30] we motivated the use of importance splitting for statistical model checking
and were the first to link this standard variance reduction technique [32] with
temporal logical. In particular, we showed how to create score functions based
on logical properties, and thus define a set of levels that delimit the conditional
probabilities. In [30] we also described the necessary and desirable properties of
score functions and levels, and gave two importance splitting algorithms: one
that uses fixed levels and one that discovers optimal levels adaptively.
One interesting aspect of rare events is that the performances of algorithms
for single core often degenerate when moving to distributed architectures. Details
on this study can be found in [31].
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Fig. 1: Plasma architecture
Fig. 2: Interface between Plasma
and Simulink
3 Plasma: a Modular Toolset for Statistical Model
Checking
Plasma is a compact, efficient and flexible platform for statistical model check-
ing of stochastic models. The tool offers a series of SMC algorithms which in-
cludes classical SMC algorithms and rare events ones presented above. The main
difference between Plasma and other SMC tools is that Plasma proposes an
API abstraction of the concepts of stochastic model simulator, property checker
(monitoring) and SMC algorithm. In other words, the tool has been designed
to be capable of using external simulators, input languages, or SMC algorithms.
This not only reduces the effort of integrating new algorithms, but also allows
us to create direct plug-in interfaces with industry used specification tools. The
latter being done without using extra compilers. Plasma is the focus of ongoing
collaborations with companies Dassault, Thales, IBM, and EADS. Plasma is
also used by several European projects.
Fig. 1 presents Plasma architecture. More specifically, the relations between
model simulators, property checkers, and SMC algorithms components. The sim-
ulators features include starting a new trace and simulating a model step by step.
The checkers decide a property on a trace by accessing to state values. They also
control the simulations, with a state on demand approach that generates new
states only if more states are needed to decide the property. A SMC algorithm
component, such as the Monte Carlo algorithm, is a runnable object. It collect
samples obtained from a checker component. Depending on the property lan-
guage, their checker either returns Boolean or numerical values. The algorithm
then notifies progress and sends its results through the Controller API.
Usage The GUI provides an integrated development environment (IDE) to facil-
itate the use of Plasma as a standalone statistical model checker with multiple
‘drop-in’ modelling languages. Plasma is usually invoked via its GUI. It may
also be invoked from the command line or embedded in other software as a li-
brary. In addition to the GUI, Plasma provides an SMC engine in the form
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of a pre-compiled jar file. A source template is also provided to create custom
simulator classes. The minimum requirement to create a custom simulator is
to implement methods that (i) initiate a new simulation and (ii) advance the
simulation by one step. Dedicated language parsers are typically invoked in the
constructor of the custom simulator class. In coordination with this architecture,
we use a plugin system to load models and properties components. It is then pos-
sible to support new model or property languages. Adding a simulator, a checker
or an algorithm component is pretty straigthforward as we will see with simulink
below. One of the goal of Plasma is also to benefit from a massive distribution
of the simulations, which is one of the advantage of the SMC approach. There-
fore Plasma API provides generic methods to define distributed algorithms. We
have used these functionalities to distribute large number of simulations over a
computer grid 4.
3.1 Application to Motion Planning
Sensor BoardMotion Planner Board
Social Force
Model
   PLASMA
SMC Engine
Suggested
Motion
Global
Objectives
Sensor
Processing
Sensors
actual moon
plausible paths
current state
Fig. 3: Control loop of DALi motion planner.
Plasma is used by the DALi project in a novel motion planning application
of SMC. DALi aims to develop an autonomous device to help those with impaired
ability to negotiate complex crowded environments (e.g. shopping malls). High
level constraints and the objectives of the user are expressed in temporal logic,
while low level behaviour is predicted by the ‘social force model’ [24]. The planner
4 https://project.inria.fr/plasma-lab/documentation/tutorial/
igrida-experimentation/
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first hypothesises many plausible futures for a range of possible user actions, then
chooses the action which maximises the probability of success.
Plasma was integrated with MATLAB to develop the prototype algorithm.
The final version is implemented directly in C on embedded hardware and finds
the optimum trajectory in a fraction of a second [15]. Plasma improves the social
force model’s ability to avoid collisions by a factor of five [15]. Using behavioural
templates [14], the predictive power of our SMC-based motion planner can be
even greater.
3.2 Integration Plasma with Simulink
We now show how to integrate Plasma within Simulink, hence lifting the power
of our simulation approaches directly within the tool. We will focus on those
Simulink models with stochastic information, as presented in [45]. But our ap-
proach is more flexible because the user will directly use Plasma within the
Simulink interface, without third party.
Simulink is a block diagram environment for multi-domain simulation and
Model-Based Design approach. It supports the design and simulation at the
system level, automatic code generation, and the testing and verification of em-
bedded systems. Simulink provides a graphical editor, a customizable set of
block libraries and solvers for modeling and simulation of dynamic systems. It
is integrated within MATLAB. The Simulink models we considered have spe-
cial extensions to randomly behave like failures. By default the Simulink library
provides some random generators that are not compatible with statistical model
checking: they always generate the same random sequence of values at each ex-
ecution. To overcome this limitation we use some C-function block calls that
generate independent sequences of random draws.
Our objective was to integrate Plasma as a new Simulink library. For doing
so, we developed a new simulator plugin whose architecture is showed in Fig. 2.
One of the key points of our integration has been to exploit MATLAB Control5,
a library that allows to interact with MATLAB from Java. This library uses a
proxy object connected to a MATLAB session. MATLAB invokes, e.g. functions
eval, feval . . . as well as variables access, that are transmitted and executed
on the MATLAB session through the proxy. This allowed us to implement the
features of a model component, controlling a Simulink simulation, in MATLAB
language. Calls to this implementation are then done in Java from the Plasma
plugin.
Regarding the monitoring of properties, we exploit the simulation output of
Simulink. More precisely, BLTL properties are checked over the executions of a
SDES, i.e., sequences of states and time stamps based on the set of state variables
SV . This set must be defined by declaring in Simulink signals as log output.
During the simulation these signals are logged in a data structure containing time
stamps and are then retrieved as states in Plasma. One important point is that
Simulink discretizes the signals trace, its sample frequency being parameterized
5 https://code.google.com/p/matlabcontrol/
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by each block. In terms of monitoring this means that the sample frequency
must be configured to observe any relevant change in the model. In practice, the
frequency can be set as a constant value, or, if the model mixes both continuous
data flow and state flow, the frequency can be aligned on the transitions, i.e.,
when a state is newly visited.
Illustration of the integration Let us now illustrate the approach with a concrete
example (see also https://project.inria.fr/plasma-lab/). This model is
taken from the Simulink/Stateflow examples library. It describes the fuel control
system of a gasoline engine. The system is made robust by detecting failures in
sensors and dynamically re-configuring its behavior to maintain a continuous
operation. This is a typical example of hybrid system. It is modelled in Simulink
by using Sateflow diagrams to to handle the discrete changes of the control
system, and linear differential equations to model the continuous behaviors.
The system contains four separate sensors: a throttle sensor, a speed sensor,
an oxygen sensor, and a pressure sensor. Each of these sensors is represented
by a parallel state in Stateflow, that is say finite state machines concurrently
active. In total the entire logic of the systems is implemented by six parallel
states. Each parallel state of a sensor contains two sub-states, a normal state
and a fail state (the exception being the oxygen sensor, which also contains a
warm-up state). If any of the sensor readings is outside an acceptable range,
then a fault is registered, and the state of the sensor transitions to the failed
sub-state. If the sensor recovers, it can transition back to the normal state.
In the original model, sensors faults are decided by the user using manual
switch block for each sensor. The interest of the SMC approach comes from the
possibility to observe a large set of execution traces produced by a probabilistic
procedure. Therefor we replaced the Speed, EGO and MAP manual switches
by custom probabilistic switches. These switches use a Poisson distribution and
are parameterized by a rate to decide when a fault happen. A sensor will repair
itself after a duration of 1 second. This modified model is similar to the one use
in [45].
The Poisson distribution block that we use draws a random time T in seconds,
that is the time before the next fault happens, and we use a Stateflow diagram
as a timer. The signal from the Poisson block is then used by the sensor’s switch.
A Stateflow repair timer is used to maintain the fault signal for a duration of 1
second.
The system uses its sensors to maintain the air-fuel ratio at a constant value.
When one sensor fails, a higher ratio is targeted to allow a smoother running. If
another sensors fails the engine is shutdown for safety reasons, which is detected
by a zero fuel rate.
We estimate the probability of a long engine shutdown. We use the following
BLTL property to monitors executions over a period of 100 t.u., and to check if
the fuel remains at zero for 1 t.u. :
Φ = ¬F≤100(G≤0.999Fuel = 0)
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We try to reproduce with this property the results of [45]. In this paper
they use a Bayesian SMC technique to estimate the probability of this property
with the bound 1 for G operator. We can almost reproduce their results using
the Monte Carlo algorithm on our own implementation of the Simulink model
with stochastic distributions, but only if we use the approximated bound 0.999.
Indeed the property is false, mainly when the three sensors are faulty at the same
time. In that case the second sensor to fail remains in fault condition for exactly
one second, with at least one other sensor. When this second sensor is repaired,
there remains only one faulty sensor and the engine is restarted. Whether the
Fuel variable in the sample after exactly one second is monitored at 0 or 1 by
the SMC checker, changes the evaluation of the property. By using the value
0.999 we avoid these approximation issues. Table 1 recaps our results and the
one of [45] for different values of the sensors fault rates (expressed in seconds).
Our results are obtained with Plasma Monte Carlo (MC) algorithm after 1000
simulations. It takes approximately 2500 seconds to complete on a 2.7GHz Intel
Core i7 with 8GB RAM and running MATLAB R2014b on Linux.
Fault rates Plasma MC Bayesian SMC [45]
(3 7 8) 0.396 0.356
(10 8 9) 0.748 0.853
(20 10 20) 0.93 0.984
(30 30 30) 0.985 0.996
Table 1: Probability estimation of Φ with Plasma and the results from [45].
The fault rates in seconds correspond to the Speed, EGO and MAP sensors,
respectively.
4 UPPAAL: Statistical Model Checking and Beyond
In the following we give an overview of the classical Uppaal toolbox (supporting
model checking of timed automata base models), and the two recent branches
Uppaal SMC andUppaal Stratego, which supports statstical model checking
of stochastic hybrid automata and synthesis learning for stochastic hybrid games,
respectively.
4.1 UPPAAL
Uppaal is a toolbox for verification of real-time systems represented by (a net-
work of) timed automata extended with integer variables, structured data types,
and channel synchronization. The tool is jointly developed by Uppsala University
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(a) A1.
(b) A2.
(c) A3.
Fig. 4: Three stochastic timed automata.
and Aalborg University. It has been applied successfully in case studies ranging
from communication protocols to multimedia applications (see [5] and [6] for con-
crete examples). The first version of Uppaal was released in 1995 [34]. In the
same spirit as any other professional model checker such as SPIN, Uppaal pro-
poses efficient data structures [36], a distributed version ofUppaal [3,10], guided
and minimal cost reachability [8, 9, 33], work on UML Statecharts [23], acceler-
ation techniques [25], and new data structures and memory reductions [7, 11].
Example Consider the three TAs A1, A2 and A3 from Fig. 4 each using a single
clock x. Ignoring (initially) the weight annotations on locations and edges, the
END-locations in the three automata are easily seen to be reachable within the
time-intervals [6, 12], [4, 12] and [0,+∞).
Example To illustrate the extended input language of Uppaal, we consider
in Fig. 5 the Train Gate example adapted from [43]. The example model is
distributed together with Uppaal tool. A number of trains are approaching a
bridge on which there is only one track. To avoid collisions, a controller stops the
trains. It restarts them when possible to make sure that trains will eventually
cross the bridge. There are timing constraints for stopping the trains modeling
the fact that it is not possible to stop trains instantly. Each train has a designated
clock x to constrain the timing between the different phases, e.g. the combination
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(a) Train.
appr[e]?
leave[e]?
appr[e]?
dequeue()
enqueue(e)
stop[tail()]!
go[front()]!
Occ
Stopping
Free
e == front()
e:id_t
e : id_t
e : id_t
enqueue(e)
len == 0
len > 0
(b) Gate controller.
Fig. 5: Templates for the train-gate example.
of the invariant in the location Cross and the guard its ouToing edge models that
once the passing of the crossing takes between 3 and 5 time units. Figure 5b
shows the gate controller that keeps track of the trains with an internal queue
data-structure (not shown here). It uses functions to queue trains (when a train
approaches and the bridge is occupied in Occ) or dequeue them (when some train
leaves and the bridge is free).
Queries The query language ofUppaal consists of a subset of TCTL [1] allowing
for reachability, safety and (time-bounded) liveness properties to be expressed.
Reachability properties are of the form E<>φ and means that there exists
some path on which φ holds at some state. Reachability properties are useful
for checking that models proposed at early design stages possess expected basic
behaviours and to ask for diagnostic traces to confirm and study this more
closely. For the Train Gate example such sanity properties could be:
E<> Gate.Occ
E<> Train(0).Cross
E<> Train(1).Cross
E<> Train(0).Cross and Train(1).Stop
E<> Train(0).Cross and (forall(i:id_t) i!=0 imply Train(i).Stop)
Safety properties are of the form A[]φ and mean that for all paths and for
all states on those paths the property φ For the Train Gate example expected
safety properties are:
A[] forall (i:id_t) forall (j:id_t) \
Train(i).Cross && Train(j).Cross imply i==j
A[] not deadlock
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Here the first safety property expresses that the gate controller correctly
implements mutual exclusion of the bridge, in that no two different trains can be
in the crossing simultaneously. The nested usage of the forall construct ranging
over id t, ensures that the formula correctly (and conviniently) expresses mutual
exclusion regardless of the number of trains.
Whereas safety properties are usefull for expressing “that something bad will
never happen”, they are not sufficient for ensuring that a designed system is ade-
quate. Given the Train Gate example it is utterly simple to obtain a safe system
guaranteeing no crashes on the bridge: simply use a gate controller that will
stop all trains! Clearly, this is not satisfactory. What is needed is the additional
ability to express liveness properties of a system in the sense “that something
good is guaranteed to eventually happen”. The first liveness property has the
form A<>φ expressing that for all paths φ eventually holds. The second, and
particularly useful, liveness property has the form φ-->ψ and should be read as
φ leads to ψ in the sense that on any path starting in a reachable state where φ
holds ψ will eventually hold. In our Train Gate example, we may want to ensure
that whenever a train is approaching it eventually will be at crossing. This may
be expressed by the following list of laads-to queries:
Train(0).Appr --> Train(0).Cross
Train(1).Appr --> Train(1).Cross
Train(2).Appr --> Train(2).Cross
...
4.2 UPPAAL SMC
Unfortunately, timed automata is not a panacea. In fact, albeit powerful, the
model is not expressive enough to capture behaviors of complex cyber-physical
systems. Indeed, the continuous time behaviors of those systems often rely on
rich and complex dynamics as well as on stochastic behaviors. The model check-
ing problem for such (stochastic hybrid) systems is in general undecidable, and
approximating those behaviors with timed automata [26] was originally the best
one could originally do in Uppaal.
With Uppaal SMC [22] we proposed an alternative to the above-mentioned
problem. This new branch ofUppaal proposes to represent systems via networks
of automata whose behaviors may depend on both stochastic and non-linear
dynamical features. Concretely, in Uppaal SMC, each component of the system
is described with an automaton whose clocks can evolve with various rates. Such
rates can be specified with, e.g., ordinary differential equations. Moreover, each
component chooses independently the point in time when it want to do its next
discrete action, leading to a resulting fully stochastic combined system, with
repeated time-races between the components.
To allow for the efficient analysis of probabilistic performance properties,
Uppaal SMC proposes to work with Statistical Model Checking (SMC) [38,44],
an approach that has been proposed as an alternative to avoid an exhaustive
exploration of the state-space of the model. The core idea of SMC is to monitor
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(a) A1 arrival to END. (b) A2 arrival to END. (c) A3 arrival to END.
Fig. 6: Distributions of reachability time
random simulations of the system (obtained from its stochastic semantics), and
then use classical the statistical methods (e.g. sequential hypothesis testing or
Monte Carlo simulation) to decide whether the system satisfies the property
with some desired degree of confidence.
Modeling The modeling formalism of Uppaal SMC is based on a stochastic
interpretation and extension of the timed automata (TA) formalism [2] used
in the classical model checking version of Uppaal [5]. For individual TA com-
ponents the stochastic interpretation replaces the non-deterministic choices be-
tween multiple enabled transitions by probabilistic choices (that may or may not
be user-defined). Similarly, the non-deterministic choices of time-delays are re-
fined by probability distributions, which at the component level are given either
uniform distributions in cases with time-bounded delays or exponential distri-
butions (with user-defined rates) in cases of unbounded delays.
Example Reconsider the three TAs A1, A2 and A3 from Fig. 4. The stochas-
tic interpretation of the three TAs provides probability distributions over the
reachability time. For A1, the delay of the three transitions will all be (auto-
matically) resolved by independent, uniform distributions over [2, 4]. Thus the
overall reachability time is given as the sum of three uniform distributions as
illustrated in Fig. 6a. For A2, the delay distributions determined by the up-
per and lower path to the END-location are similarly given by sums of uniform
distributions. Subsequently, the combination ( 16 to
5
6 ) of these as illustrated in
distribution of the overall delay is obtained by a weighted Fig. 6b. Finally, in
A3 – in the absence of invariants – delays are chosen according to exponential
distributions with user-supplied rates (here 12 , 2 and
1
4 ). In addition, after the
initial delay a discrete probabilistic choice ( 14 versus
3
4 ) is made. The resulting
distribution of the overall reachability time is given in Fig. 6c.
Importantly, the distributions provided by the stochastic semantics are in
agreement with the delay intervals determined by the standard semantics of the
underlying timed automata. Thus, the distributions for A1 and A2 have finite
support by the intervals [6, 12] and [4, 12], respectively. Moreover, as indicated
by A3, the notion of stochastic timed automata encompasses both discrete and
continuous time Markov chains. In particular, the class of distributions over
reachability-time from the stochastic timed automata (STA) of Uppaal SMC
includes that of phase-type distributions.
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(a) Visualizing the gate length and when
Train(0) and Train(5) cross on one random run.
(b) The cumulative probabil-
ity distribution of Pr[<=T](<>
Train(5).Cross).
Fig. 7: Simulation and Distribution
Example Now reconsider the Train Gate example from Fig. 5. the interesing
point w.r.t. SMC is the stochastic distribution of delays of the various trains
in a given location. Figure 5a shows the template for a train. The location Safe
has no invariant and defines the rate of the exponential distribution for delays.
Trains delay according to this distribution and then approach by synchronizing
on appr[ i ] with the gate controller. Here we define the rational 1+idN2 where id
is the identifier of the train and N is the number of trains. Rates are given by
expressions that can depend on the current states. Trains with higher id arrive
faster. Taking transitions from locations with invariants is given by a uniform
distribution over the time interval defined by the invariant. This happens in
locations Appr, Cross, and Start, e.g., it takes some time picked uniformly between
3 and 5 time units to cross the bridge.
Queries In addition to the standard model checking queries Uppaal SMC pro-
vides a number of new queries related to the stochastic interpretation of timed
automata. In particular Uppaal SMC allows the user to visualize the values of
expressions (evaluating to integers or clocks) along simulated runs, providingin-
sight to the user on the behavior of the system so that more interesting properties
can be asked to the model-checker. On the Train Gate example we may monitor
when Train(0) and Train(5) are crossing as well as the length of the queue. The
query is
simulate 1 [<=300]
{ Train(0).Cross, Train(5).Cross, Gate.len }
This gives us the plot of Fig. 7a. Interestingly Train(5) crosses more often
(since it has a higher arrival rate). Secondly, it seems unlikely that the gate
length drops below 3 after some time (say 20), which is not an obvious property
from the model.
For networks of stochastic timed automata the set of runs satisfying a prop-
erty expressed in the linear-temporal logic MITL have a well-defined probability.
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For (cost- or time-) bounded reachability properties and for bounded MITL prop-
erties these probabilities may be estimated using Monte Carlo simulation. The
degree of confidence as well as the size of the confidence interval may be user-
specified. Also, exploting sequential testing methods, such unknown property-
probabilities may be tested against each other or against a given treshold. For
the Train Gate example the following queries estimates that the Train(0) and
Train(5) will be in the crossing before 100 time-units:
Pr[<=100](<> Train(0).Cross)
Pr[<=100](<> Train(5).Cross)
In fact with only 383 respectively 36 runs Uppaal SMC returns the two
95% confidence intervals [0.502421, 0.602316] and [0.902606, 1]. In addition more
detailed information in terms of (cumulative, confidence interval, frequency his-
togram) probability distribution of the time-bounded reachability property, e.g.
Fig. 7b.
Uppaal SMC has been applied to a wide range of case studies, going from
systems biology [20, 21] to nash equilibrium analysis [13] or energy-centric sys-
tems [19,42].
4.3 UPPAAL Stratego
Uppaal Stratego [16, 18] is a novel branch which facilitates generation, op-
timization, comparison as well as consequence and performance exploration of
strategies for stochastic (priced) timed games in a user-friendly manner. In par-
ticular, Uppaal Stratego (statistical model checking), Uppaal Tiga [4] (syn-
thesis for timed games) and the method proposed in [17] (synthesis of near op-
timal schedulers) have been integrated into one tool suite. Uppaal Stratego
comes with an extended query language where strategies are first class objects
that may be constructed, compared, optimized and used when performing (sta-
tistical) model checking of a game under the constraints of a given synthesized
strategy. Thus, the tool allows for efficient and flexible “strategy-space” explo-
ration before adaptation in a final implementation by maintaining strategies as
first class objects in the model-checking query language.
Example Now consider a game version of the Train Gate example given in Fig.
8a, between an environment consisting of the various trains – with uncontrollable
behaviour in terms of when to approach, and choice of time for crossing indicated
by dashed transitions – and the control options for the gate – with controllability
of stopping and restarting of trains indicated by full transitions. The aim is to
synthesize a control strategy for the gate given a specified objective.
Assuming that the trains (i.e. the environment) chooses their delays accord-
ing to the specified distributions (uniform or exponential) the game is really a
1
2 -player game (i.e. and infinite-state MDP), where the objective of the controller
would be to optimize some cost-function. However, as illustrated in Fig. 9 we
can abstract the 12 -player game into a 2-player timed game simply by ignoring
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(a) Train Game.
(b) Simulation run for Safe
Fig. 8: Train Game
the stochasticity and the (possible) price-decoration. In particular, given a safety
(including time-bound reachability) objective φ, we may use the branch Uppaal
Tiga to synthesize a most permissive, non-deterministic and memory-less strat-
egy σ which ensure that the objective φ is met. Constraining the game G with
respect to σ it is possible to perform additional (statistical) model checking of
under the strategy using Uppaal and Uppaal SMC. For the Train Game ex-
ample an obvious safety strategy is that no two different trains should ever be
in the crossing at the same time. The following Uppaal Stratego query asks
for a strategy ensuring this objective to be synthesized:
strategy Safe =
control: A[] forall (i : id_t) forall (j : id_t)
Train(i).Cross && Train(j).Cross imply i == j
Uppaal Stratego answers affirmative to this query and returns a non-
deterministic strategy (named Safe) that ensures the objective. Now given a
synthesized strategy (essential) all Uppaal and Uppaal SMC queries may be
performed on the game restricted with the strategy. In particular – having added
P
Stochastic Priced Timed Game
P|σ σ◦
Strategy
P|σ◦
Statistical Model Checking
Stochastic Priced Timed Automata
G
Timed Game
σ
Strategy
G|σ
(Statistical) Model Checking
Timed Automata
Abstraction
Learning
minE(C)
Synthesis
Uppaal Tiga
φ
Fig. 9: Overview of models and their relations. The lines show different actions.
The dashed lines show that we use the object.
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a local clock z – we may estimate the expected time from any particular train
enters location Appr until it reaches Cross. The query:
E[<=200 ; 100] (max: Train(0).z) under Safe
estimates this expected time for Train(0) to 40.7866±2.58574, and the following
query:
simulate 1 [<=200]
{ Train(0).Safe + 2*Train(0).Appr + 3*Train(0).Stop
+ 4*Train(0).Start + 5*Train(0).Cross,
7+Train(1).Safe + 2*Train(1).Appr + 3*Train(1).Stop
+ 4*Train(1).Start + 5*Train(1).Cross,
14+Train(2).Safe + 2*Train(2).Appr + 3*Train(2).Stop
+ 4*Train(2).Start + 5*Train(2).Cross
} under Safe
generates a random run of duration 200 tracing three expressions that each
indicate numerically the state of a one of three trains as illustrated in the plot
of Fig. 8b. As can be seen (noticing that for each train the max value indicates
that the particular train is in the crossing) – and as expected given the objective
– there are never two different trains in the crossing at the same time. One
objection to this strategy is that the expected time for Train(0) to enter the
crossing is to high. To remedy this on may apply reinforcement learning as
implemented in Uppaal Stratego for the stochastic priced timed game to
obtain a strategy which minimizes this expectation. The following query:
strategy GoFast =
minE (Train(0).z) [<=100] : <> Train(0).Cross
leads in a total of 88 iterations to a strategy GoFast for which the expected time
is only 15.6394± 0.411427 (thus a substantial improvement). However as can be
seen from the plot the this strategy – though near-ideal in performance – is in
no way safe, as there are several instances of this single random run where two
different trains are simultaneously in the crossing.
Fortunately reinforcement learning strategies may also be subject to the re-
striction of already generated safety strategies. Thus the query:
strategy GoFastSafe =
minE (Train(0).z) [<=100] : <> Train(0).Cross
under Safe
uses reinforcement learning with a total of 42 iterations to generate the sub-
strategy GoFastSafe. Here the expected time for Train(0) to reach the crossing is
again attempted minimized, but now within the boundary of what are permitted
by the safety strategy Safe. Now the expected time is 22.1332±0.494325, which
is still a lot better than the Safe strategy, but with the guarantee that safety is
met in contrast to the GoFast strategy. The plot in Fig. 10b witnesses this. As
can be seen from this plot, the optimization for Train(0) is on the expense of
the performance for the other trains.
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(a) Simulation run for GoFast (b) Simulation run for GoFastSafe
Fig. 10: Simulation Runs
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